
The Game 1001 

Chapter 1001 The Possibility Of Completely Curing Cancer? _2 

The reason was that the things the richest man bought would not be ordinary? He must have seen 

something valuable. 

Academician Li's words made a similar sense. 

The only difference was that his tea tree was really valuable, while the stock that Boss Ma bought was 

actually his own hype. In the end, that company also became a Department of Boss Ma's company. 

After that, Qin Lin began to look for a place in the manor. He had to find a place suitable for planting 

three tea trees. 

This was because light had a significant effect on the growth and quality of tea trees. 

It had a greater impact on the quality. 

Tea trees liked light and were resistant to Yin, and avoided direct light. When the light intensity was too 

strong or poor, the tea tree could not maintain normal growth and development. 

In the end, Qin Lin found a suitable place to plant tea trees at the back of the manor. 

This place would not affect the overall beauty of the manor. After planting it, it could be stacked into a 

flower bed and also become a landscape. 

During the transplant, Qin Lin called Yu Shui over and asked her to bring some people over. The people 

in the plantation Department were better at this kind of thing. 

After Yu Shui and her men arrived, they began to measure the thickness and width of the roots of the 

tea tree and the soil. 

in addition, he knew that he had to fill it with some special fertilizer (special soil), so he had to add it in 

too. only then would he know how big the tree hole was. 

Moreover, in order to transplant such a precious tree, besides digging a hole, loosening the soil around 

it was also very important. 

It was normal for the roots of this kind of tree to be broken when it was transplanted. After it was 

transplanted into the soil, it was time for the roots to take root again. 

Most importantly, the distance between the three tea trees and the direction of the roots also needed 

to be guided during the transplantation. Otherwise, they would entangle and kill each other, and it 

would not be suitable for both sides. 

All these had to be considered carefully. 

After Yu Shui had calculated all this, she began to lead people to dig a hole. 

After digging three big pits in a row, Qin Lin also moved out special soil and let the remaining water fill 

the pits. Then, he asked Zhao Liyuan and his men to use a crane to transplant the three tea trees into 

the three pits. 
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It took a lot of time to transplant the three tea trees. 

After Zhao Liyuan left, Yu Shui continued to take care of the tea trees with his men and started to build 

the flower beds. 

Qin Lin also gave the three tea trees to Yu Shui to take care of. 

As for letting Linlin's laboratory test the tea leaves, it would be too urgent to do it later. Otherwise, it 

would be too obvious if they tested it as soon as they transplanted it and found that it could prevent 

cancer. 

Qin Lin returned to the manor and took a good bath. He also had a lot of sweat and his pants were 

stained with a lot of mud after digging three tea trees. 

after taking a shower and changing into clean clothes, qin lin received a call from shen li. " "Chairman 

Qin, I have something very important to report to you personally." 

"Come to the manor's office!" Qin Lin ordered. 

half an hour later, shen li rushed over from linlin's laboratory. 

"President Shen, what's the rush?" Qin Lin asked. 

it's about the two colas, " Shen Li immediately explained. it's related to our Cola fruit. 

Qin Lin remembered that the Cola fruit had been promoted for a long time. 

Due to the short growth time of Cola fruits, the authorized beverage companies should be able to 

harvest the first batch of Cola fruits soon. 

"what's wrong with the two cola companies?" qin lin asked curiously. 

Shen Li explained, " it's Yuanqi forest. Yuanqi forest used to be the main energy drink for sports. But 

because of the emergence of Linlin leisure tea, the Yuanqi forest market has been shrinking. So, they 

started to have the idea of air bubble water. 

they've set their eyes on the coke market, and the key is that the effect is very good. Therefore, Yuanqi 

forest has used two advertisements about the unhealthy Coke to increase their attraction. 

" this has caused the two big colas to target them. i've received news that the two colas have joined 

forces because of the provocation. they've given yuan qi forest an ultimatum. they're going to destroy 

yuan qi forest's 'air bubble water' series products within a year. some news has already been released 

on the internet. " 

Qin Lin frowned. the company has been so overbearing these two days. They've been destroying 

whatever drinks they want. What's the reaction of Yuanqi forest? " 

according to the obscure information I've received, it seems that the Yuanqi forest is even more brutal. 

I've already asked people to collect two Coke samples from various places for testing, " Shen Li 

continued. 



Chairman Qin, you should know that it's not the first time that the two colas have been exposed to have 

excessive amounts of carcinogen. Every time it's exposed, they'll drag out the time to tackle the problem 

and then use the celebrity's momentum to promote it. They'll use the celebrity's topic to cover up the 

issue of the excessive amount of carcinogen. 

so, there's a saying that dogs can't change their habit of eating sh * t. The two Cola houses will definitely 

be found out. After all, they've never cared about what we think. They just want to make money. 

the war between the two sides will probably break out in one or two months. When they're in full swing, 

it'll be a good time for us to take advantage of the Cola fruits. 

once the garden Forest does that, everyone will be afraid of Cola. What will happen if a substitute, 

which is nutritious and harmless, appears? " 

Qin Lin immediately understood Shen Li's intention. He directly handed this matter over to Shen Li and 

asked him to write a proposal. He also looked it up on the internet. 

There was indeed news of two Cola companies trying to make the Yuanqi forest air bubble water Series 

disappear. It was just that the news had been suppressed because Linlin rice had become popular. 

Chapter 1002 The Possibility Of Completely Curing Cancer? _3 

Sure enough, the companies from the Western overlords were arrogant. They were so unscrupulous 

when they came to make money from them! 

At this time, there were no brainless supporters of China. 

Shouldn't they support China in this kind of situation? 

It was a little strange. 

Shen Li naturally attached great importance to this matter. He wrote a plan overnight and sent it to Qin 

Lin. 

Qin Lin was also reading the plan late into the night. 

The plan was well written and very detailed, so he handed this matter over to Shen Li. 

The next day. 

qin lin got up, washed up, had some breakfast, and went out. he saw an unexpected person, who else 

could it be but marvin? 

He was playing with the child with Chu Qing. 

when he saw qin lin, he greeted him with a smile. " "qin lin, you've finally gotten up." 

"Old Ma, when did you come?" Qin Lin asked in surprise. 

"I rushed here after attending to the client last night," Marvin explained with a smile. 

"Old Ma, this is the first time I've seen a man who loves his wife so much," Qin Lin couldn't help but 

say."You've come all night to see someone." 
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Chu Qing's jealous voice sounded, " "Boss Qin, he didn't come for me, but for your three tea trees. I'm 

not even as good as the tea trees." 

When Marvin heard this, he quickly went up to comfort Chu Qing. "Honey, why would I? didn't I prove it 

last night? I'm not working hard?" 

"Do you want to die!" chu qing's face turned red from her husband's actions. she glared at him and 

carried the child towards the main hall. 

The corner of Marvin's mouth twitched, and he moved in front of Qin Lin with a smile,"Qin Lin, let's go 

and take a look at your three tea trees. When Chu Qing took the video and sent it to me, I knew that 

these three tea trees were not simple." 

I went to take a look this morning and it's true. These three trees should be growing the Tie Guan Yin 

you drink in your office, right? " 

Qin Lin looked at Marvin in shock. He wouldn't believe that old Ma didn't come for the tea tree. So, he 

said earnestly, " "Old Ma, your wife is still more important than the tea tree." 

However, if old Ma could see this, it at least meant that he had some skills. 

"Yes, you're right!" Marvin nodded seriously and pulled Qin Lin toward the three tea trees. let's go to 

the tea trees. Qin Lin, you're really amazing. Where did you get these three tea trees? " 

"Ran ran," Qin Lin. 

It seemed a little too fanatical for a rich man to travel overnight just for three tea trees, but everyone 

had their own preferences. It was just like Chen shengfei who liked famous wood objects and Li Qing 

who liked wine. 

When he found something good, his passion for it would not be lower than that of a woman. 

when they arrived in front of the three tea trees, marvin looked at them with enthusiasm and said, " Qin 

Lin, look at these tea leaves. They are at their freshest and most tender time. They will become old after 

some time. It would be a waste if we don't pick them now. 

"Yes, I'll get someone to pick it later," Qin Lin nodded. 

Because the game's mechanism would disappear after picking the tea tree, the tea leaves were not 

picked when the tea tree was transplanted. 

Although some had fallen off, there were still many tea leaves on it. Now, he could pick them and fry 

them. 

"What other people? I can do it!" Qin Lin, don't think that I only know how to drink tea. I know how to 

pick tea leaves too. I've even been to the tea base and personally picked an expensive PU 'er! Marvin 

said. 

"However, since I helped you pick the tea leaves, shouldn't you give me some tea leaves as a salary?" 

Qin Lin understood when he heard the last sentence. He looked at Marvin with a smile. 



This was old Ma's motive for secretly doing this. 

Marvin knew that his thoughts had been seen through and quickly said, " "Don't you think so, Qin Lin? I 

can't work for free!" 

"Alright!" Qin Lin laughed. 

"Alright!" on the other hand, marvin was full of energy. 

Chapter 1003 The Mysterious Broken Horn And The Magical Ability 

Marvin changed into a new apron and put on a small pouch that Chen dabei had given him. 

Qin Lin didn't know whether to laugh or cry at old Ma's serious expression. He had no choice but to take 

a pocket and tie it around his waist. 

This bag was used to store tea leaves. 

When picking tea leaves, you can put the tea leaves into this bag, and when the bag is full, you can 

transfer them. 

It was a very time-saving and energy-saving tool. 

The three tea trees were very tall, and it would take some time to pick all the tea leaves from the top, 

and they even needed a ladder. 

If he didn't have any physical strength, he would probably have to spend a lot of effort and energy to 

pluck all the tea leaves from these three tea trees. 

For a wealthy man who lived a comfortable life, this might be a difficult task. 

But what surprised Qin Lin was that old Ma did not stop picking the tea leaves. He even seemed to be 

enjoying it. 

During the process of picking tea leaves, he even had the mood to talk to Qin Lin about tea leaves. 

As expected, sexual interest was a man's greatest motivation. 

Finally, after spending quite some time, he managed to pick all the tea leaves. There were about 70 

catties of them. 

Qin Lin, " Marvin said hurriedly, " if you stir-fry the tea leaves immediately after picking them, the effect 

will be the best. After a long time, the tea fragrance will be lost. 

When Qin Lin heard this, he jokingly said, " "Old Ma, you've found a very good excuse to make me do 

hard labor." 

"Qin Lin, I'm not that kind of person," Marvin immediately said. I'm doing this for the tea to be more 

fragrant." He then urged,"let's go to the kitchen!" I'll help you wash the tea!" 

Qin Lin smiled helplessly. 

What could she do when she met such a friend who said one thing but meant another? 
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It was not difficult for him to replenish the stock and stir-fry the tea. 70 catties of tea leaves were quickly 

stir-fried, and there were only 10 catties of cooked tea left. 

He didn't mind giving Marvin a few more pounds of tea. He didn't lack tea leaves now, and there were 

still a lot of tea leaves in the game storage room that hadn't been taken out to be fried. 

However, Marvin didn't ask for much. After cooking, he only asked for a pound and went to find his wife 

like a happy child. 

After the purpose of the tea leaves was achieved, it was obvious that it was still very important to think 

about his wife. 

Qin Lin also returned to the office with the stir-fried tea leaves. He locked the door and entered the 

game to check the attributes. The attributes had not changed, which made him feel relieved. 

In that case, he would have to find an opportunity to test it and then try to cultivate it. 

He sat down and looked at the game in his mind again. He began to control his game character to go to 

the lake mine to mine. 

He had not gained anything from the spring Mine, but he hoped that the lake mine would surprise him. 

[ congratulations, you have obtained a piece of gold ore! ] 

… 

[ congratulations, you have obtained a piece of silver ore! ] 

… 

[ congratulations, you have discovered a special ocean view stone! ] 

Qin Lin controlled the game character to mine, and notifications kept popping up in his mind. However, 

the most valuable items were still gold, silver, copper, and diamonds, which had appeared before. 

After excavating three layers, they found something different. It was a strange-shaped stone, a special 

ocean view stone. 

It was the first time Qin Lin had dug up something like this. 

But it was just a landscape stone, so what if it was in the sea? It didn't seem like it could be sold for 

much. 

He continued to control his game character to dig. After digging for another six floors, he finally found 

something very different. It was a special broken horn. 

The broken horn looked a little hideous, and even in the two-dimensional image, it felt like it was from a 

long time ago. 

he didn't know what animal the horn was, but when it was dug out, there was a small animation. the 

horn was surrounded by a golden light, just like the water from the spring of earth. 



This meant that the broken horn was not inferior to the water of the earth Spring. At the very least, it 

was something of equal value. 

So, Qin Lin stopped digging out of curiosity. He controlled his game character to go back to the farm, and 

then entered the game to check the remarks. 

What surprised him was the information on the special ocean view stone: 

[ special ocean view stone: 2 ] 

[ this is a special ocean landscape stone with a special ocean attribute: [ active fish gathering +2, 

aesthetic +2! ] 

The ocean view stone was not big. Qin Lin had thought that it was just a piece of trash. He did not 

expect it to be a quality 2 item and had some other uses. 

After that, he could send it to the aquarium, which would be of some use. 

After all, schools of fish gathered in groups were still very beautiful, and if they could still swim actively, 

it would be very beautiful. 

Qin Lin then looked at the broken horn. This broken horn was a little different from what he had seen in 

the game. It was sharper and more ferocious. There was a hole dug out at the sharp part of the horn, 

and some decorations were installed around it. 

After seeing the broken horn's attributes, he was truly shocked. 

[ mysterious broken horn: mysterious! ] 

[ this is the broken horn of some mysterious King of the ocean in the depths of the ocean. It has been 

buried in the mine for too long and has developed a special power. As long as you blow the broken horn, 

you can let the animals understand your intentions through your thoughts and give them orders! ] 

This was the first time he had seen such a remark. 

It wasn't like there hadn't been mysterious grade items before, but the item's remarks were all about 

additional attributes + a few. 

Right now, this broken horn didn't even have a few + points in its attributes. 

Does this mean that after blowing the broken horn, the animal can do something? 

Chapter 1004 The Mysterious Broken Horn And The Magical Ability (2) 

It seemed to be another fantasy-like item. Everyone knew that the story of the farm was a fantasy-like 

farming game, but this was simply too amazing. 

What kind of animal's horn could have such an ability? 

As Qin Lin was thinking, a notification appeared again. 

[ do you wish to bind the mysterious broken horn and use it? ] 

it was another bound item. this was also a restriction that prevented others from using it. 
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Qin Lin directly chose to bind it, and the notification appeared again: 

[ mysterious broken horn binding in progress, mysterious broken horn binding complete. You may now 

use the mysterious broken horn! ] 

After the system notification appeared, Qin Lin immediately felt that something was different about the 

mysterious broken horn. It was a very strange feeling. 

He put the mysterious broken horn in his mouth and tried to blow it, only to find that it required a lot of 

lung activity. It was many times more difficult than blowing on the bragging horn. 

what was the point of binding in this situation? Even if it wasn't bound, no one else would be able to 

blow it. 

fortunately, he had eaten two fruits of the tree of power, and his vitality had increased, so his lung 

capacity had also increased. he could still blow the mysterious broken horn easily. 

The mysterious broken Horn's voice was not as deep as the horn. Instead, it was a little crisp and 

pleasant to the ears. 

Qin Lin was eager to give it a try. With a thought, he left the game and returned to reality, bringing out 

the mysterious broken horn and the damn ocean view stone. 

He wanted to call the person in charge of the aquarium, Ling Xuan, and ask her to bring someone over 

to bring this special sea view stone. 

ling xuan was doing a very good job as the person-in-charge of the aquarium. 

Now, aquariums were no longer just a business for the ornamental aquatic creatures. The coins made 

from the koi fish were a big source of income. 

The other thing was the cultivation of ornamental fish. The aquarium had also cultivated several types of 

ornamental fish for sale, which was also a huge source of income. 

Ling Xuan soon arrived at the manor. 

In fact, she rarely came to the manor. Usually, she would report to the lady boss if something happened 

to the villa aquarium. 

Now that his boss had given him an order, he went to the manor immediately to see Qin Lin. 

"Chairman Qin, where's the ocean viewing stone you were talking about?" ling xuan asked curiously. 

In her heart, a landscape stone that could be bought by the boss would definitely not be bad. 

"Here!" Qin Lin also took out the special ocean view stone. 

"Boss, this ocean view stone is very beautiful!" Ling Xuan was obviously a little surprised when she saw 

the ocean view stone. After all, it had an attribute of +2 beauty, which would definitely attract attention. 

"I only bought it because it looked pretty." Qin Lin made up a lie and asked Ling Xuan to take the special 

landscape stone away. 



Ling Xuan also ordered people to move the stone, and soon, the stone was moved to the aquarium. 

Then, she asked the diving staff to put the stone in a very obvious position. 

After all, the boss had bought it personally and it was indeed beautiful. Therefore, they had to put it in 

an obvious position to let the boss know that they valued it. 

However, after putting the ocean view stone into the sea, Ling Xuan realized that the fish around her 

were actually swimming toward the ocean view stone. 

After these fish gathered together, they swam very excitedly, as if they were all very excited. 

The key was that these fish seemed to move in unison when they swam, and they were even spinning in 

circles. 

This scene was obviously very elegant and enjoyable to watch. 

"？？？"Ling Xuan had a weird feeling. 

The fish also knew how to appreciate the ocean view stone and knew that it was beautiful. 

…… 

On the other side, Qin Lin also came out of the office. He saw wangcai and red hair playing in the 

bamboo forest of the manor. 

Wangcai's intelligence was obviously not there, fighting with red hair in the bamboo forest, wasn't this 

looking for abuse? 

People could run around in the bamboo forest, which was their home field. You, a dog, can't even climb 

a tree. What do you want to do? 

Therefore, snowy just watched the show quietly. 

Qin Lin picked up the broken horn and started blowing. The broken horn's voice rang out, and he 

chanted in his mind for the three little ones to come over. 

Almost at the same time, wangcai and red hair stopped playing and looked at Qin Lin. The next moment, 

the two little guys ran towards him with snowy and squatted in front of him. 

looking at the three little ones, qin lin didn't know what order to give them. after thinking for a while, he 

picked up the mysterious broken horn and blew on it. then, he ordered wangcai to lift its leg to pee in 

his mind. 

"Wuwuwu!" wang cai seemed to have received an order as it raised its head and looked at him with a 

surprised look as if it was asking,"you want to see me pee?" Are you serious? 

Qin Lin was stunned by the dog's gaze. He thought that it was too inelegant, so he blew the mysterious 

broken horn again and ordered red hair to hit Wang Cai. Snowy also hit Wang Cai, but the dog could not 

move. 

"Wuwuwu!" The young paparazzo was anxious and he started to protest against Qin Lin. 



"Squeak!" Red hair didn't hesitate at all, he jumped onto Wang Cai's head and kept scratching it with his 

claws. 

Wang Cai was so anxious that it kept staring at Qin Lin. Its master told it not to move. 

at this time, snowy also came forward and used her head to hit wang cai, indicating that she had also 

participated in the beating, but no one knew how much damage it had caused. 

Wangcai pushed it in disgust and it rolled on the ground. 

Snowy rolled around and seemed to be angry. It barked at wangcai and raised its two front paws, 

showing its claws. 

"wuwuwuwu!" when wang cai saw this, it immediately bent its head and called out twice. 

Snowy seemed to be satisfied. She retracted her claws and ran up again. She continued to use her head 

to hit Wang Cai and participated in the beating. 

Qin Lin looked at snowy's perfunctory look. Did this Fox really think that he was blind as its master? 

After testing it on the dogs, Qin Lin also walked out of the manor. The dogs were too intelligent, so he 

had to find animals with low intelligence to try it on. 

After Qin Lin left, an angry dog's bark was heard. 

In the manor, red hair quickly ran to the bamboo forest and climbed up a bamboo. 

wang cai ran to the bamboo and crazily hit the bamboo where the red hair was, causing the bamboo to 

shake wildly. 

The red-haired man kept calling out in the direction Qin Lin had left, as if saying,"you asked me to do it, 

you can't leave." 

xiaoxue was still squatting by the side, watching calmly. 

Qin Lin walked out of the manor and headed to the villa. He went through the internal passage to the 

viewing area of the floating bridge and then entered the duck house. 

The inner area of the floating bridge viewing area was surrounded by a fence, so tourists could not 

enter. Moreover, in order to prevent the beautiful ducks from running out, the fence was also very high. 

When Qin Lin came in, Yang Dong was actually there as well. He was directing people to move the duck 

eggs, as if he was preparing to continue hatching the appearance-raising duck. 

It wasn't the first time that the Yang raising ducks in the duck house had hatched. They would basically 

degenerate. A quality 2 egg would hatch into a quality 1 egg, and a quality 1 egg would become 

ordinary. 

However, there was an exception, and that was a small probability of maintaining the original quality. 

A batch of quality 1 duck eggs hatched into quality 1 appearance-raising ducks. After a few days, the 

quality 1 appearance-raising ducks and ordinary appearance-raising ducks 'offspring were different in 

size and easy to recognize. 



according to this speculation, a grade 2 beauty egg could also hatch into a grade 2 beauty duck, 

depending on luck. 

as for the ordinary face-raising ducks hatched from quality 1 face-raising eggs, they naturally did not 

have the same treatment as quality 1 and 2 face-raising ducks. they were raised in a special area and 

belonged to a large number of meat-raising, which could be supplied to the villa with ordinary face-

raising eggs or sold online. 

This kind of ordinary nourishing egg was also very popular now. 

Of course, there were a lot of quality 1 face-raising ducks in the dorms, and swimming in groups was 

also a very beautiful scenery in the duckweed area. 

Yang Dong came from the duck house and was in charge of raising ducks from the beginning. Naturally, 

he paid a lot of attention to the duck house. Once the Ducks hatched, he would personally supervise 

them. 

Otherwise, even if he was now the manager of the breeding Department, if there was a problem with 

the raising of the beauty duck, he would feel that it had something to do with him. 

When he asked someone to put the duck eggs into the incubation greenhouse, he turned around and 

saw Qin Lin. When he saw the boss coming, he was about to go over and say hello, but he saw the boss 

suddenly pick up a strange horn and blow it at the duckweed area. 

Yang Dong was a little confused. What was his boss doing? 

However, at the next moment, his jaw dropped in shock. He saw that the Ducks in the duckweed District 

seemed to have stopped in unison. 

at that moment, the tourists in the viewing area of the floating bridge also realized that something was 

wrong. the quacking ducks in front of them suddenly stopped and even turned in one direction. 

This scene was too strange. 

What happened next shocked everyone even more. The Ducks flapped their wings and ran back in one 

direction. They gathered together like a white-clothed Army. 

Chapter 1005 No One Can Do This! The Boss Is Too New!_1 

Qin Lin blew on the mysterious broken horn and ordered all the beautiful ducks to gather in his 

direction. 

Almost at the same time, the appearance-enhancing ducks that heard the sound of broken horns, 

whether they were drinking water, flapping their wings, or affectionately rubbing against each other, all 

stopped at the same time, and then rushed to Qin Lin in unison. 

The Duckhouse in the viewing area of the floating bridge had hatched a few times, and the quality 1 

ducks that had been selected had already reached a few hundred. 

Hundreds of white ducks of that size were like a flock of swans swarming toward a single person. It was 

a very spectacular scene. 
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After all, it was a spectacular sight to see hundreds of chickens flocking to one person. The video made 

countless people sigh with emotion. 

The tourists around were shocked. They were attracted by the Army of white ducks, and many people 

took out their mobile phones to take pictures. 

Then, to everyone's surprise, the White Fang Army stopped in front of Qin Lin and began to CAW at him. 

In particular, the few quality 2 big face-raising ducks even came in front of Qin Lin and looked at him. 

It looked like several Big Brothers had surrounded Qin Lin with hundreds of underlings, and then these 

big Brothers came forward and asked, " What are you trying to do? 

At this moment. 

Many of the tourists also recognized Qin Lin. 

that seems to be little Qin?! 

"It seems so!" 

"what was he bragging about just now to get the ducks over?" 

"It can't be that magical, right? Wasn't he in charge of training horses? This is a duck." 

he's also in the research field. He cultivated the Linlin rice! 

not only that, but he also majored in tourism. In the end, didn't he still go and do research? " 

"……" 

When they found out that it was Qin Lin, it caused a big commotion. 

After all, little Qin was already very famous. 

Qin Lin didn't care about the tourists. After all, no one could enter this area. 

the function of this mysterious broken horn surprised him more and more. it seemed like it could 

command animals no matter how intelligent they were. moreover, there seemed to be no limit to the 

number of animals it could command. 

A few hundred was enough, so a few thousand words should be enough, right? Tens of thousands of 

words should be enough, right? 

It was a pity that the use of this thing in the modern world was somewhat limited. 

If it was in ancient times, with this thing, one could go to the wilderness and gather a group of wild 

beasts to kill whoever they wanted. 

Especially in the ancient grassland battlefield, with this thing, it felt like one person could wipe out a 

tribe. 

With tens of thousands of yaks charging, how many people would be enough to fill this hole? 



"Sigh, the wrong era has appeared." qin lin felt that the mysterious broken horn was born at the wrong 

time. then, looking at the beauty ducks, he started to blow the mysterious broken horn again. 

as the voice rang out, he ordered the nourishing ducks in his mind to line up and not move. 

In an instant, those unkempt beauty ducks actually began to move. Then, they stood in neat rows and 

did not move. 

"It really isn't the right time!" Qin Lin could only sigh when he saw that a group of ducks could even do 

such a thing. 

But this scene made all the tourists dumbfounded. 

There were hundreds of ducks, and they lined up just like that. They were even standing still in an 

orderly manner. 

If you were given a few hundred middle school students, would you try to get them to line up so neatly 

in such a short time? 

Yang Dong was naturally the one who was the most shocked. 

He looked at his boss, not understanding what was going on. 

since when did the ducks in the dorms have such an ability? 

Yang Dong hurriedly ran forward and asked, " "Chairman Qin, what's going on? was it related to the 

broken horn? Can I try?" 

When Qin Lin heard this, he also handed the mysterious broken horn to Yang Dong. "Let's see!" 

Yang Dong took the mysterious broken horn with a face full of excitement. He tried to blow it with his 

mouth, but immediately after, his face turned red. 

He tried his best to blow it, but found that he couldn't blow the mysterious broken horn at all. He was a 

man who could even blow a bull's horn, so his lungs were very active. 

What the hell is this horn? 

After a while. 

yang dong was already panting heavily as he returned the mysterious broken horn to qin lin. his throat 

was so painful that he couldn't say anything. 

"Boss, What's this? why is it so hard to brag?" Yang Dong sighed after a long while. 

"It's a bull's horn, can't you tell?" Qin Lin made up a story. 

of course, I can tell. I'm just not sure. After all, my grandfather made a fortune by raising cows! Yang 

Dong hurriedly expressed. 

Then, he took out a red invitation card from his pocket and gave it to Qin Lin. boss, look at this. I'm going 

to take a leave these days. [ yes ] GUI zu also wants to take a leave. 



Qin Lin was a little surprised when he received the red invitation. He looked at Yang Dong teasingly and 

said, " "Sure!" 

It was a wedding invitation. 

The person was naturally yang Donghe's Zhang Guizhu. 

He remembered these two guys. One of them had no parents and lived with a foreigner and his uncle. 

His grandfather and uncle's house had been demolished and given two houses for him to marry his wife. 

The requirement was that he had to work in you city and marry a local wife. 

zhang guizhu was also a single daughter. she used to work in xia city. she came back because she wanted 

to find a local job and a local boyfriend so that she could take care of her parents in the future. 

He remembered that Yang Dong had his eyes on Zhang Guizhu from the moment he came and had been 

pursuing her. He didn't expect that it would quietly reach the level of marriage. 

we've already gotten our marriage certificate on 5:20 pm, " Yang Dong explained. this time, my 

grandfather requested for the wedding to be held first. 

"Hand over the work matters clearly." Qin Lin had no reason to disagree with this, so he also told Yang 

Dong. 

Chapter 1006 454-No One Can Do This! The Boss Is Too New!_2 

"Thank you, Chairman Qin." Yang Dong hurriedly expressed his thanks. 

He was quite satisfied with his current life. He had a good position, a good working environment, a good 

girlfriend, and a good boss. 

He could work in Linlin villa for the rest of his life. 

After that, Qin Lin also left the duck house. When he returned to the manor, he could hear wangcai's 

Wuwu cries from the bamboo forest, and red hair's anxious squeaking. 

The two little fellows had not stopped. 

On the side, snowy was still watching the two fight. 

Beside it, there were a few more onlookers. They were squirrels wearing the same clothes as red hair. 

These little squirrels were the first to come to the villa, and they had become more courageous. They 

dared to run around the villa, and occasionally came to the manor. 

Qin Lin looked at red hair and wangcai who were still disturbing him and ignored them. These two guys 

would not be comfortable if they did not cause Trouble Every Day. 

However, wangcai also knew its limits. As long as red hair gave in, it wouldn't do anything to red hair. 

When Qin Lin returned to the office, Zhao moyin came in with a big belly."Qin Lin, you're on the hot 

search again. What's with these ducks?" 

Zhao mochen took the phone and placed it on the table, asking in surprise. 
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The video was of him bragging about the mysterious broken horn commanding the Ducks in the viewing 

area of the floating bridge. 

The key was that this video had been taken from the moment he entered the duck house. Obviously, a 

visitor had noticed him before. 

Therefore, the scene of the Ducks charging and lining up were all captured by the other party, especially 

the scene of hundreds of ducks lining up without moving. 

It was hard not to attract attention, but it went up the hot search too quickly. 

"It's just something I've just researched." Qin Lin casually explained and then changed the topic."Momo, 

Yang Dong and Zhang Guizhu are going to have a wedding, you know that, right?" 

Zhao mochen nodded and said, " yes, when the two of us got our marriage certificate, I found out from 

GUI Zhu. Now that we're holding a wedding, I was thinking of sending a congratulatory gift in our name 

or in the company's name. After all, both of us are now at the manager level. 

Qin Lin nodded. He thought for a while and said, " how about this? in the future, when any of our 

company's employees get married, we will give them a gift. For example, Yang Dong and Zhang Guizhu 

are managers. We will give them an additional gift in our names. 

"Yes, I agree with this!" Zhao Moyu nodded happily. 

She actually liked the atmosphere of discussing things with Qin Lin. 

She felt that the couple should discuss everything. 

It wasn't like a previous TV drama where the male and female leads didn't talk. The male and female 

leads didn't say anything, and then they blamed each other for not understanding. It simply shattered 

her three views. 

"Then what gifts should we give each other?" she asked again. 

"I've already prepared the documents. I'll give them to you later. Just give them to them when they're 

applying for leave," Qin Lin continued to make up a story. 

"En!" Zhao Mo nodded. 

qin lin didn't worry about what wedding gifts to prepare for the two. wedding gifts were nothing more 

than gold and jade. 

However, with this precedent, in the future, when senior management of a certain level got married, 

they would have to give out an extra gift as a form of formality. 

Therefore, it must be unique. 

After Zhao moyin left, Qin Lin went to battleweb and found some designers to help him with the 

drawings. 

In the end, he bought the copyright of a very beautiful pendant design from a designer. 



Moreover, it was for long-term use in the future. He had carefully selected the design of this pendant. 

Although it was not the most expensive one and the designer was not the best, it was his favorite 

design. 

The design of the pendant was very festive but not vulgar. It was very beautiful but not lacking in 

exquisiteness. There were hollowed-out positions around it for carving words, so that the buyer could 

enter the words himself. 

After Qin Lin bought the design, he filled in the text information in the hollowed-out space. It was Yang 

Dong and Zhang Guizhu's names, and below it was 'Linlin wishes a happy hundred years'. 

there would be meaning if he made two such pendants. 

Qin Lin printed out two blueprints and brought them into the game. He controlled his game character to 

go to seibala's place and use the gold and Jade ores to make two pendants. 

According to his previous appraisal experience, the price of each pendant made from red jade and gold 

ore should be around 50000 to 70000. 

Therefore, two gifts for Yang Dong and Zhang Guizhu as wedding gifts was definitely a meaningful and 

weighty gift. 

This was a special gift from the company to the senior management who would get married in the 

future. 

Of course, only senior management would receive such a gift. Other employees would only receive the 

same gift from the company when they got married. 

This might make some of the lower-level employees or management feel jealous. 

But this was the reality. 

No matter where you are, the more important you become, the more you will be valued. 

You yourself are ordinary, but if you want to get extraordinary attention, that's impossible. 

Qin Lin entered the game and took out the pair of wedding pendants made by Sabara. Then, he went to 

the office next door and handed them to Zhao moyin. 

"Hubby, this pendant is so pretty!" Zhao Moyu was very surprised when he saw the pendant, but it was 

just a surprise. After all, she had many better things than this. 

"let's just use this style of pendant as a convention in the future!" "Senior management, we'll give you 

this pair of wedding pendants!" Qin Lin said with a smile. 

When the sun was setting in the West, Yang Dong had also finished explaining the matters of his 

cultivation Department and then went to the veterinary Department. 

Zhang Guizhu was now the manager in charge of the veterinary Department. At first, he was only 

responsible for the squirrel breeding in the mountain villa. Later, the squirrel breeding side recruited 

two new girls. 



In addition, the opening of the ranch required a lot of veterinarians, so she was transferred over to take 

charge. Now, there were several professional veterinarians and assistants in the veterinary Department. 

Yang Dong arrived at the veterinary Department and saw two veterinarians examining a horse. Zhang 

Guizhu was supervising at the side. 

After Zhang Guizhu became the manager, she became less of Aokiji and more mature. 

"Wait a minute, this horse seems to be pregnant. Let's finish the examination first." Zhang Guizhu saw 

yang Donglai and greeted him affectionately. 

manager yang, " one of the veterinarians joked, " you're in a hurry to bring manager Zhang back to get 

married. Don't forget to give out the wedding candy. 

Their employees naturally knew that they were getting married, so they couldn't help but make fun of 

them. 

Zhang Guizhu, on the other hand, was embarrassed by the teasing and urged the veterinarian, " "Hurry 

up and get to work, you'll get your share!" 

"then we'll be waiting." The doctor said with a smile. 

At this moment. 

Another veterinarian also said to Zhang Guizhu, " manager Zhang, this horse is indeed pregnant. From 

now on, it will be raised in our Veterinary Department alone and can't receive any customers. 

"okay, i'll let the horse track know." Zhang Guizhu nodded and began to deal with the horse. 

After she was done with the matter of the horse, she returned to her office, changed her clothes, and 

left the ranch with Yang Dong, heading to Linlin Manor. 

She and Yang Dong were going to get married, so naturally, she had to ask the lady boss for a leave of 

absence. The boss was not in charge of this, so the lady boss had the final say. 

Zhang Guizhu and Yang Dong quickly arrived at Zhao mochen's new office in the manor. When Zhao 

mochen saw the two of them, he handed them two lists."I've already prepared your leave application 

forms," 

"Many thanks, lady boss!" Zhang Guizhu and Yang Dong thanked him in unison. 

"By the way, Qin Lin also prepared a gift for you. See if you like it." As Zhao Moyu spoke, he took out a 

beautiful red festive gift box and handed it to the two of them. 

Yang Dong and Zhang Guizhu were curious. When they opened the gift box, they saw two beautiful 

wedding pendants lying inside. They could tell that they were not cheap. 

"It's so beautiful." Zhang Guizhu was pleasantly surprised. 

Yang Dong also nodded. 

Then, the two of them saw their names on the pendants and the date of their marriage. 



Suddenly, Yang Dong and Zhang Guizhu felt a warm current flowing in their hearts. They were very 

touched and felt that they were being valued. 

such a wedding pendant was definitely not something that could be made in a day or two. this meant 

that the boss had already prepared gifts for them. 

The boss was so considerate. 

Who wouldn't be touched by such a boss? 

With such a boss, they had to work hard. 

Chapter 1007 Cola Guo Is Going To Attack! Ambitious!_1 

Linlin Manor's plantation Department. 

When Qin Lin entered a certain area, Li Kai was already directing Yu Shui and the others from the 

plantation Department to plant watermelons. 

"Manager Yu, just keep this distance from this piece of land." Li Kai showed Yu Shui the distance on the 

ground. 

"Professor Li Kai, I understand!" Yu Shui nodded, full of energy. 

He had to do what Li Kai had instructed him to do personally. If this experimental planting produced 

results, he might even have the chance to make the news in the future. 

Lin linmi's incident had made him appear on the news once, and he had kept the news videos. 

They were not growing ordinary watermelons, but three-colored seedless watermelon seeds, which 

were not restricted by the seasons. 

The three-colored watermelons that Qin Lin took out from the game had seeds. There was no way to 

promote them at all because the source was difficult to control. Others could easily get the seeds. 

Hence, he had given all the three-colored watermelons he had bought to Linlin's laboratory to research 

and cultivate seedless three-colored watermelons. 

Moreover, Li Kai had used his low-temperature genetic technology on the three-colored watermelon. 

Hence, with the help of the low temperature genetic technology, the seeds of the three-colored 

watermelon were not only not restricted by the seasons, but they were also seedless. 

As long as this batch of watermelons was planted, he could sell them at the villa. Naturally, the most 

important thing was still the cultivated seeds. 

In the future, the three-colored watermelon would become the specialty of the Linlin Watermelon 

Series. 

"old brother qin, you're here. take a look at this seed!" Li Kai immediately greeted Qin Lin when he saw 

him. 
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"Your brother, wait." Qin Lin said to Li Kai with a smile. Before Li Kai could react, he took out his phone 

and took two photos of Li Kai. 

Li Kai was dumbfounded, and his expression stiffened. 

Qin Lin put away his phone, walked over, and looked at the seeds. 

The three-colored seedless watermelon seeds, which were not controlled by the seasons, were much 

larger than the Linlin watermelon seeds and were easily recognizable. 

"Chairman Qin!" Yu Shui saw Qin Lin and quickly greeted him. 

"En!" Qin Lin nodded, then turned to Li Kai and said, " old brother Li, you're going to cultivate something 

good again. When that time comes, everyone will be shocked by the three-colored watermelon. 

there are three colors and three flavors of watermelon meat inside a watermelon. I don't think anyone 

dared to think about this before this! 

Li Kai moved closer to Qin Lin with a face full of resentment and whispered, " "Old Brother Qin, there's 

no need to say such things between us. We all know that it's the work of that special soil." 

"what special soil?" "old brother li, isn't that the special nutrient fertilizer you developed?" qin lin asked, 

puzzled. Yang Dong and Yu Shui, as well as many other researchers at the Research Institute, think so." 

Li Kai was instantly dumbfounded. 

What does Brother Qin mean? 

Wasn't that just an excuse? 

As the two of them were chatting, Shen Li's call came in. The moment the call was connected, the other 

party said anxiously, " "Director Qin, quick, look at the news. Both Keke Cola and eternal Cola are on the 

news. The news about the excessive amount of carcinogen in them has been released." 

"What's going on?" "Did the Yuanqi forest people make a move?" Qin Lin asked, puzzled. 

"No!" " at first, i thought it was yuanqi forest, " shen li explained hurriedly. " but after some 

investigation, it turns out that it wasn't. it was done by a prisoner named liu anwei. " 

"What?" Qin Lin was a little stunned when he heard this. 

how did it have anything to do with a prisoner who had just been released from prison? 

Shen Li continued to explain, " I've asked someone to investigate. This Liu anwei was a professor at a 

testing company ten years ago. Ten years ago, he was the one who reported that two colas had 

excessive amounts of carcinogens. That's how everyone found out about this. 

it was also because of this incident that the two colas had no choice but to undergo changes. The 

relevant departments also increased the testing of the products produced by the two Cola factories. In 

addition, they hired a large number of superstars to bombard them with advertisements. They spent 

quite a lot of money to cover up the matter. 



as for Liu anwei, he was locked up for a few years because of an error in the test. I think he was paid for 

it. 

"Are you kidding me?" qin lin felt that something was wrong when he heard this. 

If he really wanted money, he could just threaten two colas. Wouldn't he earn even more? There was no 

need to take the risk later. 

Shen Li said again, " Chairman Qin, this is no longer important. The key is that it's not like a few years 

ago. Ten years ago, it was easy to cover up anything. Now, it's already the era of the internet for 

everyone. Once this report came out, it already spread all over the internet. 

Liu anwei spent a year visiting half of the stores in the country. He took samples of a lot of Cola and 

tested them. Almost 60% of the colas still had the trace of a high level of carcinogen. 

that's why the garden Forest won't even need to take action. The two colas will be in a miserable state. 

Moreover, the garden Forest Guild definitely won't let this opportunity slip by. They'll definitely add 

insult to injury. When that time comes, it'll be the best time for us, the Cola fruits, to make a move. 

"Are our Cola fruits ripe yet?" Qin Lin asked, puzzled. 

Shen Li immediately said, " I've just received a report from Xinyuan drinks in the northern province. The 

Cola fruits they planted have ripened and can be promoted first. The other Cola fruits can catch up 

immediately. Chairman Qin, the other party is showing me an internal live broadcast video. Do you want 

to come over? " 

"Okay, I'll go find you immediately." Qin Lin didn't refuse. 

The Cola fruit was a great weapon of mass destruction. Now that it had been completed, he wanted to 

go take a look. 

Chapter 1008 Cola Guo Is Going To Attack! Ambitious!_2 

"Old brother Li, I'll talk to you later." Qin Lin hung up the phone and said a few words to Li Kai before 

walking out of the planting area. He headed to Linlin's laboratory and saw Shen Li in a multimedia room. 

In front of Shen Li was a live broadcast. 

On the other side of the video was a boundless Orchard that stretched across several mountains. 

The orchard was planted with a fruit tree similar to the blue plum tree, which was densely covered with 

blue plum trees. 

The orchard was filled with Cola trees. 

Across the street was the Cola fruit base that Xin Yuan company had contracted to secretly grow in the 

northern province. 

Qin Lin felt a sense of accomplishment when he saw the endless Cola fruit forest. 

This was what he had expected when he first obtained the Cola fruit. 

Now that this scene had been realized, he felt a sense of accomplishment. 
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This time, the two colas would not be able to get up. 

The quality 2 Cola fruit he obtained had the attributes of taste +2, deliciousness +2, freshness +2, and 

thirst-quenching +2. Even if the quality of the large-scale cultivation had deteriorated and it was only a 

quality 1 now, it still had the attributes of taste +1, deliciousness +1, freshness +1, and thirst-quenching 

+1. 

This was not something that two colas could compare to. 

As the video moved, the specific situation in the orchard could be seen more clearly. The dense blue 

plums could be clearly seen. 

"Chairman Qin!" when shen li saw qin lin, he immediately greeted him. 

"En!" Qin Lin nodded and watched the video together. 

…… 

In the northern province. 

In the Cola fruit plantation. 

sun xiu was leading a group of people into the depths of the cola orchard. 

as the boss of new source drinks, he naturally paid attention to the news about the two colas on the 

internet. he knew that in this information age, this might be the best time to defeat the two colas and 

snatch the coke market from their hands. 

He knew what could do this, and that was the Cola fruits in front of him. The Cola fruits planted by his 

company would be the first knife to stab the two colas. 

President Shen, take a look at the condition of the Cola fruits in our Orchard. As Sun Xiu spoke, he 

plucked a few Cola fruits and washed them. He then took one out and took a bite. A strong Cola taste 

sprayed into his mouth. 

He was still shocked by the pure taste of Coke. 

Before this, who would have thought that Cola could grow inside the blue plum? Only the Linlin 

laboratory and professor Li Kai could research such a magical thing. 

Then, he put the Cola fruit in front of the camera and said, " President Shen, did you see that? our Cola 

fruit is growing well. The taste is pure and there's a lot of juice. I'll get someone to make another glass of 

juice. 

In the multimedia room of Linlin's laboratory, Qin Lin and Shen Li also saw the Cola fruit that had been 

taken a bite. A juice that was the same color as Coke flowed out of the fruit. 

From the level of the juice, it was indeed not bad. 

A moment later, the two of them saw Sun Xiu pick a few handfuls of Cola fruits and wash them. Then, he 

asked someone to make a glass of juice. The liquid was no different from Coke. 



Sun Xiu then asked someone to bring some ice cubes and put them in the Cola juice. Then, he drank it in 

one gulp, and an intoxicated look appeared on his face. President Shen, the iced Coke fruit juice is 

definitely better than the two colas outside. And it's not just a half of it. 

Qin Lin and Shen Li naturally knew about this. It wasn't like they had never drunk Cola fruit juice before. 

"Director sun, send a batch of Cola fruits from your base over immediately," Shen Li said immediately. 

don't worry, President Shen. I'll make the arrangements right away. We'll take the express delivery and 

it'll be delivered by tomorrow. sun xiu nodded and immediately began to make arrangements for the 

people beside him. 

…… 

While Qin Lin and the others were looking at the Cola fruit plantation, the internet was in an uproar. 

It had been exposed 10 years ago that Cola contained a carcinogen, and many people still remembered 

that incident. 

At that time, the two Coke shops had already made changes. The superstars they had invited had also 

drank Coke in public and publicized it on Weibo. 

So, the matter was over. 

Everyone believed in the superstars. 

Who knew that ten years later, these two colas would be found to contain excessive amounts of 

carcinogens? 

It was not like ten years ago. 

Ten years ago, this news was quickly suppressed by the two Cola companies. However, in the 

information age, this news caused a sensation on the entire internet in a short time. It was a hot search 

on all Short Video platforms and there was no one who did not know about it. 

Under this kind of public opinion, it wasn't something that the two Cola companies could suppress. 

As the biggest rival of the two Cola guilds, the garden Forest Guild had naturally received the news. 

garden energy forest was very famous in the country. although it was not the top food and beverage 

company for the time being, its development was very fast. every decision made by its boss, thompson, 

was very correct, except for entering the energy beverage market. 

Of course, the boss, Thomson, couldn't be blamed for that. After all, who would have thought that a 

Linlin leisure tea would suddenly appear? 

This time, the people from Yuanqi forest naturally felt that God was compensating them by giving them 

two Cola markets. 

their bubble water series had already occupied some of the market with their constant publicity. they 

had originally wanted to investigate the two colas to see if they could target them from the unhealthy 

topic. 



It would be perfect if they could find out that the two Cola companies still had excessive amounts of 

carcinogen. 

It was also because of this that the two Cola guilds had discussed banning them. 

However, they didn't expect that someone would help them before they could find out anything. 

As the owner of the garden Forest, Thompson naturally would not let go of such a great opportunity. 

When he got the news, he called several vice presidents of the company for a meeting. 

we've already received the news. We can't let go of such a good opportunity! 

indeed, the two colas sold their own flaws. It's not like 10 years ago. Public opinion can't be suppressed 

so easily. 

let's secretly spend money to buy popularity first. Let's push the popularity of these related videos and 

make them even more popular. 

not only that, but we also need to emphasize how the two colas joined forces to dominate the market to 

deal with the local colas. We can also subtly guide them. They won't let other drinks in the country rise 

up. They dominated the market so that we can drink colas that contain carcinogen and trigger 

everyone's hatred. 

by the way, that Liu anwei was arrested 10 years ago right after he was reported. What a coincidence. 

We can also subtly say that it was the two Cola companies who were behind this, to gain everyone's 

sympathy and to make everyone hate the two Cola companies even more. 

"……" 

As these people discussed, each of them gave their own ideas and opinions. These ideas and opinions 

were very sinister to the two Cola companies. In this era of information, it was even more fatal. 

Thomson also quickly added, " it's good that everyone has their own ideas. Let's do it this way. We must 

seize this opportunity. As long as our bubble water can occupy two Cola markets, our company won't be 

any worse than Linlin company. We'll be able to earn a lot of capital. 

now, our company has invested in cracking the Linlin leisure tea. As long as we can crack it successfully, 

we can use this capital to compete with Linlin company again and snatch the market from the hands of 

Linlin leisure tea. So, keep it up! 

Thomson quickly got the Vice Presidents to do their work, but his eyes were filled with anticipation for 

the future. 

He was a very ambitious person. Otherwise, he wouldn't have been able to get the company to where it 

was. 

As long as his plan could be completed step by step, it would not be impossible for him to become the 

richest man in the future, just like the boss of Nongfu Spring. 

Chapter 1009 Are You Kidding Me? Is This Really Juice? _1 
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The next afternoon, Shen Li brought a small bag of coke to Qin Lin's office. Chairman Qin, the Cola fruits 

from the northern province have arrived. I've brought some over for you. They've been washed. You can 

try them. 

As he spoke, Shen Li spread out the Cola fruits and placed them in front of Qin Lin. 

Qin Lin picked up a Cola fruit and put it in his mouth. He took a bite, and the taste of the pure cola 

splashed into the bud, along with the bubbles. It was very authentic. 

The taste was very good. 

Based on his experience, Qin Lin immediately determined that the quality of the coke was 1. The taste 

and texture were far better than the coke produced by the two Coke companies. 

"how is it, chairman qin?" Shen Li asked with a smile. In fact, he had already tried it and knew how much 

better it was than Coke. 

Qin Lin nodded. not bad. The taste and flavor haven't changed at all! 

The phone rang. It was Minister Lu. "Boss Qin, sorry to bother you again. I have something to ask you!" 

"Cola fruit?" Qin Lin guessed. 

The coke incident was all over the internet, so the only thing she could ask him at this time was Coke. 

"Boss Qin, you've guessed it? How are your Cola fruits now?" Minister Lu also went straight to the point. 

After all, he knew about the Cola Fruit Project. 

The beverage companies authorized by Linlin's laboratory were able to plant Cola fruits quietly because 

the higher-ups helped to hide the news. 

This was not the first time that the two Cola companies had been found to have excessive amounts of 

carcinogens. Previously, the higher-ups had tolerated it and only asked them to rectify it. The main 

reason was that the capacity of the two Cola companies was too large, and a slight change would affect 

the whole body and cause too many problems. 

In addition, the actions of the country behind the two companies sometimes made people feel quite 

passive. 

The most important thing was that there was no one in the cabinet that could replace the products of 

these two companies. 

Everyone liked to drink Coke, so he was helpless. 

Although Yuanqi forest's air bubble series had been very aggressive recently, according to past 

experience, if the two Cola companies were allowed to catch their breath, Yuanqi forest would not have 

a good time. 

After all, the bubble water was much worse than Coke. 

however, the cola fruit developed by linlin's laboratory was different. it could completely replace coke. 



In the modern world where health was the mainstream, coupled with the fact that two colas once again 

contained excessive amounts of carcinogens, Cola fruits were destined to be a new choice. 

Minister Lu, " Qin Lin answered honestly, " the Cola fruits in the northern province have ripened first. 

The ones in other places will ripen soon. 

"Then I can rest assured." minister lu said with a smile and hung up the phone. 

… 

On the internet. 

The two Cola Company incidents became even more popular. 

the person in charge of cola's inner region, luther, was having a meeting with the headquarters. 

He had never been so nervous before. 

In fact, he had always felt that the headquarters 'proposal to continue producing Coke with inferior 

materials and cheaper methods to sell to the country was a huge hidden danger. 

That's right, the coke that the people of this country drank was different from the coke that they 

produced in their own country. 

the drinks that they produced in their own country were completely rectified after the first exposure of 

their carcinogen identity. 

It was just that the people in this country were easier to fool. Plus, it was easier to cover up the news. As 

long as they dragged out the time and invited a bunch of celebrities from this country as topics, they 

could be fooled. 

therefore, after being exposed twice in a row, for the sake of profit and lower costs, the rectification 

efforts were still not much. 

Now, something had finally happened. 

The people at the headquarters didn't seem to know that the development of Internet Information in 

this country had been too rapid in the past few years. It had far surpassed their country. 

The popularity of this exposure was unprecedented. 

He understood the country's current information age, so he knew that things were going to be bad 

when he became a trending topic. 

In fact, this was the case. They had tried everything they could, but in the end, they couldn't cover up 

this matter. Instead, it became more and more intense. 

The most important thing was that they had just received an official notice from this country, which was 

to fine 100 million Yuan and then rectify it. 

They were once again punished to change. 

Moreover, he had a feeling that something was different this time. 



Luther, you have to solve this as soon as possible! 

the fine is not important now. It's only 100 million. Just give it to them. The key is to find some 

connections as soon as possible and settle the reform. 

after the whole thing is done, we'll still use the old method and invite a bunch of celebrities to boost our 

popularity. 

"Aren't internet celebrities popular in their country? Invite the most popular internet celebrities as 

well." 

"……" 

Luther sighed when he ended the video conference. 

Obviously, these people still intended to use the old method to solve this problem. 

In their eyes, their impression of the people of this country had not changed. It was still the same as ten 

years ago. 

there was nothing luther could do. he only hoped that the star's attack would still be effective and that 

there would be no more accidents. 

Just as he was thinking this, his Secretary ran in hurriedly. Mr. Luther, there's a problem. Linlin company 

has launched a new product called Cola fruit. It seems that it will have a huge impact on our Coke. 

"Linlin company?" Luther's expression changed. 

In this country, he naturally knew how powerful Linlin company was. All of their products had swept the 

market. 

"What's a Cola fruit?" he asked anxiously. 

The Secretary didn't dare to waste any more time and immediately played a promotional video on the 

LCD screen on the wall. 

Chapter 1010 Are You Kidding Me? Is This Really Juice? _2 

Dense fruit trees appeared on the promotional video. 

"Isn't this Lan Li?" Luther looked at the fruits on the trees and was puzzled. 

He naturally knew about the blue plum, and he liked to eat it. 

However, what was the relationship between Lan Li and Cola? 

At this moment, an introduction was heard in the video. 

I'm sure everyone is curious as to why these fruits are called Cola fruits. This is the magical part, because 

these Cola fruits can grow Cola. 

"what?"When Luther heard this, he was dumbfounded. 

Can blue plum grow Coke? 
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Did God cast magic? 

in the next video, luther was really dumbfounded. 

The person in the video took a bite of the blue plum, and juice the color of Coke flowed out of the blue 

plum. 

It really seemed to be Coke. 

I have to say, the juice of this Cola fruit is far more delicious than Coke. The texture and the feeling of 

bubbles are also incomparable to Coke. Now that I'm making a glass of Cola fruit juice with some ice, it's 

even more enjoyable. 

While they were talking, the person in the video had already started to squeeze the juice. Very quickly, a 

glass of juice that looked like Coke was squeezed out and placed in ice. The bubbles that appeared were 

exactly the same as the coke. 

The voice sounded again. this Cola fruit juice is not only better than Coke in terms of taste, texture, and 

bubbles. More importantly, it also contains nutrients. It definitely doesn't contain any trace of cancer-

causing substances. 

" there must be something wrong with the blue plum. how can it be coke? " Luther did not believe it, 

but the other party was Lin Lin company. 

this company was too strange. there were many things that even their country couldn't do. 

The key was that the other party's words were completely directed at the Cola fruits. 

At the end of the video, the voice sounded again, " "From now on, you can order our Cola fruit through 

the Linlin Manor's official account. However, since the Cola fruit has just been launched, there will be a 

limit to the number of orders each person can order." 

"Quick, go and order the Cola fruits." Luther hurriedly ordered his Secretary. 

at the same time, eternal cola's people had also received news of the cola fruit. they were similarly 

dumbfounded, and immediately sent someone to place an order. 

At the headquarters of Yuanqi forest. 

Thompson was in a good mood. He was looking at the company's production plan and writing a plan to 

expand the production scale. 

he naturally knew that the higher-ups had issued a maximum fine of 100 million to both cola and the 

company, as well as a notice to rectify the situation. 

Wasn't this the official proof that the two companies had exceeded the standard of their carcinogens? 

Under such a method, the impact had already been created. The two companies could only make 

changes, but no matter how they changed, the impact would still be there. 

Therefore, this was their chance for the air bubble series. 



At this moment, his assistant ran in hurriedly. President Tang, quickly go online and read the news. 

There's a new situation. 

"What's wrong?" asked Thompson hurriedly. What's going on with the two Cola companies?" 

not two Cola companies, " the assistant said hurriedly. it's Linlin company. They've released a new fruit 

called Cola fruit. 

"What?" Thompson was stunned. 

He couldn't help but be concerned when he heard the name Linlin company. Besides, the Cola fruit was 

obviously related to Coke. 

The first thing he did was to go online and see Linlin company's promotional video about the Cola fruit. 

When he saw the content of the Cola fruit, his eyes widened slightly. 

If Cola was really as the promotional video said, then it wouldn't be difficult for them to replace Cola 

under such circumstances. What about their bubble water? 

hurry up and order some Cola fruits, " said Thompson to his assistant. I want to know the situation as 

soon as possible. 

As soon as the promotion of the Cola fruit came out, it became a hot search almost at the fastest speed, 

because the two colas had already been reported. In addition, Linlin company's popularity was also high. 

Countless people's jaws dropped when they saw the promotional content. 

a blue plum growing Coke, am I in a fairy tale? " 

if the video wasn't posted by Linlin villa, I'd think it was a prank. 

Linlin's laboratory is awesome. Cola grew out of the blue plum. I won't find it strange that cows can 

produce fruit-flavored milk in the future. 

I'm definitely going to order it. If it's really that magical and can satisfy the taste and fizzle I need, then I 

won't have to drink Coke anymore. I'll just have this Cola fruit! 

"……" 

Countless people began to place orders for the Cola fruits at the same time. 

In the northern province. 

At Xin Yuan beverage company's headquarters, Sun Xiu was all smiles when he saw the orders popping 

up non-stop. 

His company would receive real-time data from Linlin villa for the Cola fruit order, and then they would 

deliver it. 

it was only the start of the promotion, but the orders had already exceeded his expectations. 

If everyone knew about the magical taste of the Cola fruit, the result would be obvious. 



He could just wait and count the money. 

He was glad that he had accepted the invitation from Qin Lin's laboratory, which was why he had been 

able to get the rights to the Cola fruit. 

… 

Ma Tianyu was a reviewer and also an internet celebrity. Because his review equipment was more 

professional and he was fair, he had accumulated a lot of fans. 

Only then did he investigate some information and come back. When he opened mouyin, he found that 

there were notifications constantly appearing in his background, which made him puzzled. 

He opened it and saw similar messages. 

"Mr. MA, try the Cola fruit!" 

teacher MA, order some Cola fruits to try. 

"Mr. MA, I want to know if coke can really grow from the Cola fruit?" 

"……" 

Ma Tianyu was a little suspicious. He hadn't seen the news on the internet today, so he didn't know 

what was going on. 

When he saw his wife coming out of the room with the child, he asked, " "Honey, what's a Cola fruit?" 

When his wife heard this, she said with some excitement, " it's a new product from Linlin's company. 

Coke can be grown from fruits. I've already ordered some. 

"There's Cola in the fruit?" ma tianyu was surprised. 

Because this was a bit of a fantasy. 

He immediately went online to check. Sure enough, he saw the news about the Cola fruit. Did Linlin 

company come up with something good again? 

At the request of his fans, he had also reviewed the products of Linlin company more than once, such as 

tomato sauce, Linlin leisure tea, Linlin-herb liquid, and purification grass. 

However, he was shocked by the results of almost every review. He had never thought that a company 

could really come up with so many good things. Therefore, he was basically a loyal user of Linlin 

company now. 

After MA Tian Yu finished reading the news, he placed another order. 

The final delivery point for these orders was the northern province's Xin Yuan beverage company. 

Sun Xiu had already organized a large number of people to carry out real-time delivery. He would not 

allow himself to make any mistakes in this step. Therefore, many buyers could receive the goods almost 

the next day. 

Ma Tianyu was like that. The Cola fruit he ordered with his wife arrived at the same time. 



He took the two orders of Cola fruits home. His wife and child were already waiting for him. He 

immediately opened the express delivery and took out the Cola fruits. 

Looking at the Cola fruit, he found it hard to imagine that Coke could grow inside. 

From the outside, they were blue plums. 

Because of the order limit, he and his wife had only ordered 20 pounds of Cola fruit. 

He directly took out some to wash, then put them in a basin and put them on the table. 

Her son immediately took one and put it in his mouth. With a child, the child would always be the first to 

eat anything good. 

Cola, daddy, there's Cola in the fruit. It's even more delicious than the Cola from before. The child's 

surprised and excited voice rang out. 

Ma Tianyu immediately picked up a Cola fruit and put it in his mouth. Children wouldn't lie, they would 

only express themselves in the most direct way. 

In the next moment, he felt the pure taste of Coke flowing into his mouth. The texture, the taste, and 

the bubbles were much better than Coke. 

"Honey, there's really Coke in the fruit. It's amazing." His wife pointed one at him, her face full of 

surprise. 

Ma Tianyu completely agreed. He took out the juicer again and started to squeeze the juice out of the 

Cola fruits. Soon, two big and one small glass of juice were squeezed. 

Ma Tianyu added ice to the triple Coke, then picked up a cup for himself and took a sip. An indescribable 

refreshing and bubbling feeling came. 

He liked to drink Coke because of the refreshing and frothing feeling of iced Coke. 

Now, the feeling that the Cola fruit juice gave him was that it completely crushed the coke. 

"Honey, is this really juice?" 

"Daddy, this Coke is so good. It's even better than the ones we had before." 

Ma Tianyu heard his wife and son's words and nodded. The two Cola companies might be done for. 

 


